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call for our generation's intellectuality. What will be our
of us who grew up in post-Civil Rights America, even-
that follows. This question has been a defining one for those
what the will be like for the generation of African Americans
whether as entertainers, athletes, or others—I often wonder
Commission's, among others. I—often wonder
Generation Gap, the war of the sexes, black self-
high rates of suicide among prominent public figures, the
Philip note that have come about in my generation's lifetime—
Understanding the New Crisis in African American

The Source: February 1996
Malcolm X: America's Interview in
Are Our Fate
Ineptitude. Then there are not our future. They
or that they have any future in it. Instead, they talk
that there are no actual threats to this society
nature and mind. After a confrontation, Nair-
temp for their fathers and mothers. In the do-
their backs on their blackness. If there have con-
Mayor, the black fathers in the city. If their turn
selved in it, and feel compelled to continue the
rebel against black culture. Around them, they-
Our youth can be our fate or our future. If young
The Hip Hop Generation

Introduction

The Hip Hop Generation is a book by Professor Arnold S. Davis, a professor of sociology at Stanford University. It focuses on the impact of hip-hop culture on American society, particularly among African American youth. The book examines the cultural, social, and political influences of hip-hop music and its role in shaping the identity and experiences of its listeners. It discusses how hip-hop has become a powerful medium for expression and resistance, and how it challenges traditional notions of identity and culture. The book also explores the ways in which hip-hop has impacted education, politics, and the economy, and how it has contributed to the rise of new forms of cultural expression and social activism.
The Hip-Hop Generation
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The Hip-Hop Generation is a contribution to that effort.

In America, it is the promise of equality and inclusion. In our time and its influence on our culture, since the 1990s publication of my work on the Hip-Hop Generation, there has been a growing movement for the understanding and appreciation of this generation. The understanding and appreciation of this generation is essential for our time and its future. The understanding and appreciation of this generation is essential for our time and its future.
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